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Half-frequency whirl instability has been recognized as one of 
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the major obstacles preventing all but a few practical applications 
of gas-lubricated self-acting plain cylindrical journal bearings. 
While "cut-and-try" experimentation has led to a small number 
of successful designs, because of the large number of physical 
variables it is immensely valuable to have a good theory. Thus 
it is gratifying, that many enlightening papers on this subject 
have been published. Aside from this paper and various ref-
erences already cited by the author, particularly noteworthy are 
the papers by Castelli-Elrod [24 ]* and Cheng-Trumpler [25] 
which deal with alternate theoretical methods for analyzing the 
identical problem, and a technical report prepared for the Office 
of Naval Research by Pan-Sternlicht [26] which contains an 
analysis applicable to finite length bearings and correlations be-
tween theoretical predictions and experimental data. 

The author rightfully pointed out that there is a distinction be-
tween unloaded and loaded bearings. A properly posed stability 
problem must refer to an equilibrium state. Thus, at equilibrium, 
the unloaded and loaded bearings differ in whether or not the dis-
tance between the centers of the journal and the bearing is 
negligibly small when compared to the mean radial clearance. 
A stability analysis is concerned with whether a small and arbi-
trary perturbation on the equilibrium condition will subse-
quently diminish or amplify. One must first solve the equilibrium 
problem, then consider the stability characteristics due to a 
perturbation. 

It turned out, in the case of loaded gas bearings, that the bulk 
of mathematical difficulty is actually due to the equilibrium solu-
tion of the Reynolds equation. Closed form analytical solution 
is obtained only after linearization of the equation, for example, 
as previously proposed by the author, by a linear expansion of the 
fluid film pressure in terms of the eccentricity ratio (often called 
the "linearized p" solution [2]. Such an equilibrium solution can 
be used only to study stability of the unloaded bearings [18] as 
indicated by the author. The implicit time dependent fluid film 
forces given by Pan [17] are generated from the linearized p 
equilibrium solution; their applicability is, therefore, similarly 
restricted. It might be mentioned, however, that Pan's approach 
on the time dependent fluid film forces does not have to use the 
linearized p equilibrium solution, nor is it necessary to assume 
small amplitude motions; these points have often been misunder-
stood by the casual readers. The author has also obtained an 
improved equilibrium solution by using the product ph as the 
variable in the expansion [3], The equilibrium fluid film forces 
based on the "linearized ph" solution contain, at least partially, 
the nonlinear influences of the eccentricity ratio. In the present 
work the author has attempted to study the stability of loaded 
bearings using the linearized ph method. The advantage of this 
approach is primarily in the saving of the drudgery required to 
obtain the equilibrium solution for a finite eccentricity ratio ac-
cording to most other methods. 

The linearized ph method together with the implicit time de-
pendence analysis has already been applied by Pan and Sternlicht 
[26] to study stability of finite length bearings. In the latter 
approach, since a truncated expansion of the implicit time de-
pendence is used, the results are valid only for a small com-
pressibility number, say A < 1.0. The present approach has the 
merit that it is applicable to the entire range of A. 

The theoretical problem of the equilibrium solution for an in-
finitely long gas bearing, strictly speaking, is ambiguous because 
the reference pressure is not unique. To remove this ambiguity, 
Elrod and Burgdorfer considered the infinitely long bearing to be 
the central portion of a bearing of long but finite length and 
arrived at the rather important "mass content rule" [27]. Ac-
cording to the mass content rule, the correct reference pressure is 
different from the ambient pressure by an amount in the order of 
the square of the eccentricity ratio. Applying the mass content 
rule to the linearized ph method, it is found that the ratio of the 
reference pressure pa' to the ambient pressure p„ is 

4 Numbers 24-27 in brackets designate Additional References at 
end of this discussion. 
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Pa'/Pa = V ( 1 + 3eV2) / [ l + 3«V(2 + 2A'2 ) ] (53) 

where 

A ' = 6 iMR*/(Va'C*) = A pjpj. 

Note that pa'/pa is always between unity and y / l . h . The lower 
limit corresponds to either a small e or a small A ' (consequently 
small A). Since use of the linearized ph method for the stability 
analysis emphasizes the importance of the lateral load and thus 
implies the importance of terms beyond the first order of the 
equilibrium eccentricity ratio, it would be inconsistent not to 
identify the distinction between p„ and pj. Thus the stability 
maps, Figs. 2 and 3, are actually plotted in terms of A ' and fi' = 
Op./?.'. 
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Author's Closure 
The author wishes to thank Drs. Ng and Pan for their con-

structive remarks concerning his linearized ph stability theory 
and for drawing attention to other contemporary works on this 
same subject. The report by Castelli and Elrod [24] is currently 
available as a doctoral thesis from Columbia University and also 
as Franklin Institute Report I-A2049-20, March, 1963. For 
comparison, sample theoretical results obtained by Cheng and 
Trumpler [25], Castelli and Elrod, and by the author are dis-
played in Fig. 7. The stability thresholds are plotted according 
to the Cheng and Trumpler method of presentation which uses a 
slightly different combination of the fundamental parameters A, 
Co, and fi. Cheng and Trumpler define a parameter coi = 
w MC/V = \/QirDLpa/V and plot stability boundaries in the 
forms of A versus coi for constant values of €0. Note that the 
dimensionless load parameter V/vrDLpa is determined from A 
and to so that Cheng and Trumpler's stability boundaries are 
still functions only of A, «o, and fi. 

Of the three theoretical solutions compared in Fig. 7 the one by 
Castelli and Elrod is considered to be the most accurate because 
it is a numerical solution to the nonlinear equations while the 

IT DL p„ 

Fig. 7 Comparison of stability theories 

other two are analytical solutions to linearized approximations of 
the same nonlinear equations. On this basis, Fig. 7 indicates that 
the linearized ph approximation yields a conservative estimate 
of the stability boundary. That is, it predicts a lower whirl 
threshold speed than that predicted by Castelli and Elrod. 
This observation is also supported in the comparisons with ex-
perimental data shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 

Use of the "mass content rule" suggested by Drs. Ng and Pan 
is also tested in Fig. 7. Note that this refinement actually has 
very little effect on the predicted stability boundary despite the 
fact that pa'/pa for this example is as high as 1.24. This insensi-
tivity to the mass content rule is due to the fact that, in addition 
to the changes in A and fi pointed out by Drs. Ng and Pan, the 
relationship between the dimensionless load parameter V /irDLp„ 
and «o is also affected. This effect tends to cancel the effects due 
to multiplying A and fi by the ratio pa/p„'. 
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